Department of Materials Science and Engineering

Faculty* (22)
- Professors (11)
- Associate Professors (3)
- Assistant Professors (3)
- Term (5)

*Faculty Listed also include partial appointments and those in administrative roles

Student Workers
- Makayla Lim
  Admin Assistant
- Sarah Beckman
  Teaching Lab Specialist

Faculty
- Chris Cornelius
  Professor
- Peter Collins
  Professor
- Kristen Collins
  VP & CIO
- Jun Cui
  Professor
- Duane Johnson
  Distinguished Professor
- Patrick Johnson
  Professor
- Richard Lesar
  Professor
- Steve Martin
  Distinguished Professor
- Ralph Napolitano
  Professor
- Dan Schectman
  Distinguished Professor
- Xiaoli Tan
  Professor
- Qi An
  Associate Professor
- Shan Jiang
  Associate Professor
- Lin Zhou
  Associate Professor
- Boyce Chang
  Assistant Professor
- Alina Kirillova
  Assistant Professor
- Sid Pathak
  Assistant Professor
- Alan Constant
  Teaching Professor

Operations Manager
- Andrea Mauton

Labs Manager
- Ryan Braga

Director of Graduate Education
- Ralph Napolitano

Associate Chair for Undergraduate Education
- Peter Collins

VP & CIO
- Andrea Klocke
  Undergraduate Program Coordinator & Academic Advisor

Graduate Program Coordinator
- TBD

Teaching Lab Specialist
- Darrel Enyart

Student Service Specialist
- Holly Dunlay-Lott

Teaching Lab Specialist
- Lin Zhou

Teaching Professor
- Tim Cullinan

Research Assistant Professor
- Eric Faierson

Adjunct Assistant Professor
- Shraddha Vachhani

Teaching Professor
- David Eisenmann

Associate Teaching Professor
- Tim Cullinan

Teaching Professor
- David Eisenmann

Associate Teaching Professor
- Tim Cullinan